EVERYTHING IN MOTION
Interactive rotation, panning and zooming
ANATOMY IN DETAIL
Teach and learn more than 120 anatomical structures
ANATOMY IN DETAIL
Unique insights into cellular structures of the eye
EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL
Define perspective and visual presentation
EXPLAIN IN A CLEAR AND EASY WAY
Label, cut, color, isolate and set transparencies
EXCITING PRESENTATIONS
Change perspectives, save and play again
CUSTOMIZED FOR YOUR NEEDS
Integration of specific devices and process animations
YOUR BENEFITS

EASY USAGE
• No software installation necessary
• Access in all common browsers
• Automatic updates
• Runs on PC or Tablet

COMMUNICATION
• Dynamic and exciting presentations
• Explain content individually
• Always available online

TEACHING
• Modern and contemporary teaching
• Dynamic and vivid knowledge transfer
• Exciting and easy explaining
• More success by visual learning
WE HAVE REALIZED CHALLENGING DIGITAL PROJECTS
for renowned companies, research institutes and universities
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SUPPORTING YOU!
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